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Abstract
Professional learning communities are typically conceived of as spaces for reducing teacher isolation, supporting informed and committed teachers, and fostering student academic gains. Focusing on a professional learning community that supported the teaching and learning of engineering in elementary schools, we also conceived of this learning environment as a space for negotiating a teacher-of-engineering identity. Calling attention to emergent issues of power and status through a lens of positional identity, this article examines a Black female educator’s sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering and how this perception was informed by participation in the professional learning community. Findings reveal that racialized and gendered positionings informed the teacher’s perception of having limited access to being recognized in this space as a teacher-of-engineering. Implications for this work include reimagining the design of professional learning spaces in engineering education that intentionally account for teachers’ identity development, as well as supporting the identity development for teachers from historically marginalized communities.
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Introduction

The case study presented in this article details a teacher’s experiences with negotiating a teacher-of-engineering identity while participating in a professional learning community (PLC). Borrowing from and building upon Luehmann’s (2007) notion of teacher professional identity, we conceptualized a teacher-of-engineering identity as being recognized by self and/or others as displaying competencies for the teaching and learning of engineering. Accordingly, this research focused on
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understanding Ms. Scott’s sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering, and how the construct of recognition functioned to influence her perception of having limited access to this identity. Ms. Scott, a self-identified Black female educator within a predominantly Black school, was asked to reflect on her visible discomfort with verbally engaging in PLC discussions. As seen in the above quote, she revealed a perception that her opinions and/or insights would not be valued within the learning setting due to the deficit reputation of her school and students within the school district. This response calls attention to what Carlone (2012) acknowledged as the dialectic nature of identity, where “people have a say in who they become (agency), [however] that agency is often limited by historical, social, institutional, and local structures” (p. 11). Acknowledging this dialectic aspect of identity and the potential for professional learning settings to afford or constrain one’s access to a teacher-of-engineering identity, we deployed a positional identity framework as a lens for examining the complexities in Ms. Scott’s sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering.

Understanding Ms. Scott’s perceptions of her access to a teacher-of-engineering identity is particularly pertinent as the engineering education community continues to grapple with issues pertaining to K-12 teacher diversity. Diaz, Cox, and Adams (2013) argued, “similar to efforts in engineering to increase the representation of underrepresented groups in science and engineering, efforts to increase the representation of minority teachers with interests in DET (design, engineering, & technology) are needed in elementary classrooms” (p. 19). While the issue of shortages of teachers from historically marginalized communities is not unique to the engineering education community, foregrounding this pervasive and under-examined problem of teacher diversity would serve as a major contribution to the field’s ongoing efforts in addressing equity and diversity concerns (Valla & Williams, 2012). We suggest that the development of approaches for understanding experiences and positionality of teachers like Ms. Scott could potentially inform the ways in which teacher educators approach the design of future professional learning environments, where the personal histories and positionality of teachers from historically marginalized communities are considered.

**Focusing on Teacher-of-Engineering Identity in Teacher Education**

Despite the increase in research focusing on the support of elementary teachers’ facilitation of engineering design activities (Capobianco, DeLisi, & Radloff, 2018; Johnson, Wendell, & Watkins, 2017; King & English, 2016; Watkins et al., 2018), research dedicated to the development of teacher professional identities, especially those from historically marginalized communities, has yet to be extensively examined within engineering education. Previous research on models of professional learning within engineering education has mainly focused on the development of teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge and understandings of engineering (Duncan, Diefes-Dux, & Gentry, 2011; Hsu, Cardella, & Purzer, 2010; Sun & Strobel, 2014; Yoon, Kong, Diefes-Dux, & Strobel, 2018), as well as on changes in teachers’ attitudes towards engineering (Hsu, Purzer, & Cardella, 2011; Yoon, Diefes-Dux, & Strobel, 2013). These lines of research provide invaluable insights into ways of supporting elementary teachers’ pedagogical approaches for teaching engineering. Alternatively, other scholars suggest that the process of becoming a particular kind of teacher (e.g., elementary school teacher-of-engineering or reform-minded science teacher) “involves much more than acquiring a new set of knowledge and skills” (Luehmann, 2007, p. 823). Specific to engineering education, Lottero-Perdue (2013) asserted, “those interested in engaging elementary children in high-quality engineering education…must also be concerned with ways in which elementary teachers develop identities as teachers-of-engineering” (p. 27). As such, in this article, we build upon the work of other scholars that emphasizes developing teachers’ pedagogical approaches for teaching engineering and argue for the importance of research that is just as concerned with teachers’ “transformation of identity” (Deneroff, 2016, p. 230) or the development of a teacher-of-engineering identity.

Drawing attention to the importance of understanding how social positioning can frame identity development in teacher education, we examined how Ms. Scott’s positional identity within the PLC was instrumental in her sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering. The following section situates the current research within the literature on professional models of learning and the complexities associated with negotiating teacher identities within science education. Next, the construct of recognition within a framework of positional identity will be introduced and discussed as the study’s theoretical framework. After elaborating on the framework, the study’s methods are provided, including a detailed description of the PLC and individual teacher case, and specific approaches for data collection and analysis. Then, analysis of the positional markers that framed Ms. Scott’s perceptions of the potential for not being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC will be unpacked. Finally, implications for attending to positional identity, particularly the identities of teachers from and/or who teach in historically marginalized communities, within models of professional learning in engineering education will be proposed.

**Professional Learning as Identity Negotiation: Becoming a Reform-Minded Science Teacher**

Due to engineering education’s scant history of examining teacher professional identities, this section synthesizes literature within science education that explored the complexities associated with negotiating reform-minded
science teacher identities. Performing as a reform-minded science teacher calls for enacting pedagogical practices that privilege students’ engagement in scientific inquiry (Avraamidou, 2014), which is similar to students’ engagement in an engineering design process. Much of the research that has detailed processes of constructing a reform-minded science teacher identity brings attention to the uncertainty that teachers associated with being recognized for implementing aspects of scientific inquiry, especially when the pedagogical approaches go against the norms and expectations of science instruction (Luehmann, 2008; Settlage, Southerland, Smith, & Ceglie, 2009). Research has focused on identifying these perceived uncertainties and applying these findings in the design of teacher learning environments.

Research has acknowledged that teachers’ uncertainties with trying out new identities with teaching science were commonly informed by teachers’ previous experiences with the subject matter, the context of the social environment in the learning space, resources within the learning environment, and previously maintained identities. For instance, research has detailed how professional learning experiences have been informed by the knowledge that the negotiation of reform-minded science teacher identities could be influenced by teachers’ previous experiences (Akerson, Carter, & Elcan, 2016) and personal histories (Danielsson & Warwick, 2014) with science and science instruction. Designing learning environments that attend to these particular kinds of issues requires the field’s understanding of the potential risks that teachers associate with trying out new identities. Saka, Southerland, Kittleson, and Hunter (2013) pointed out the need for developing supports for teachers who try out reform-minded science teacher identities within school environments where the associated pedagogical practices conflict with the school’s goals and expectations for engaging students in science. Collectively, these studies call for additional research that explores teacher professional identities through a lens of perceived risks, as professional learning environments consider opportunities for supporting the negotiation of new teacher identities.

Focused on the construct of recognition, Luehmann (2007) acknowledged that “trying out and considering a new identity means inviting others to recognize you for your ability to participate in a discourse that is new to you—and thus opens you up to the possibility of not being recognized as such” (p. 831). Informed by historical exemplars of racial and/or gender inequalities for being recognized as such (Bristol, 2018; Goings, 2015; Mensah, 2019; Milner, 2012; Tillman, 2004), the foundational premise of our research is that the potential risks or uncertainties with trying out new professional identities are heightened when considering teachers from historically marginalized communities. Specifically, previous research has noted how Black teachers have been historically subjected to racialized perceptions of themselves or the students they serve when being recognized or acknowledged as particular kinds of teachers (Bristol & Goings, 2019; Bristol & Mentor, 2018; Mensah & Jackson, 2018). Following Nasir (2012), we utilized the term racialized to communicate that “race is not an inherent category, but experiences are made racial through social interaction, positioning, and discourse” (p. 5) for Black teachers and students within educational spaces. Specific to science education, Upadhyay (2009) detailed the perceived uncertainties that a Black female teacher associated with her engagement in the pedagogical practices connected to reform-based science instruction. For this teacher, engaging in these pedagogical practices was counter to her school’s emphasis on test preparation for her Black and Brown students. Thus, enacting a reform-minded science teacher identity ran the risk of her Black and Brown students not “succeeding” on statewide assessments, consequently reducing the possibilities for being recognized as a science teacher within her specific setting.

The previously discussed literature speaks to the need for continued research that examines what it means to be recognized as a particular kind of teacher in various contexts, as well as what would it mean to provide teachers with opportunities for engaging in what Luehmann (2007) refers to as ongoing “recognition work” (p. 833). Previous models of K-5 professional learning in engineering education have primarily focused on developing elementary school teachers’ knowledge base and understanding of engineering, while overlooking opportunities for also supporting the negotiation of teacher-of-engineering identities (Lottero-Perdue, 2013). Through this case study, we look to contribute to the literature on the negotiation of teacher-of-engineering identities by situating this research in a framework of positional identity, and explore the positional markers that a Black female elementary school teacher identified as potential limitations in being recognized a teacher-of-engineering within a PLC.

Positional Identity as a Lens for Exploring Ms. Scott’s Teacher-of-Engineering Identity

Foregrounding Ms. Scott’s sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering while participating in a PLC, we utilized a positional identity framework. Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain (1998) defined positional identity as “how one identifies their position relative to others, mediated through the ways that one feels comfortable or constrained” (p. 127). Hence, the use of positional identity within this study acknowledged Ms. Scott’s agency in her sense of self, while also recognizing that her sense of self was framed and influenced by perceived “situational and historical constraints” (Mensah, 2012, p. 105) associated with participating in the PLC. Ms. Scott’s conceptualization of her teacher-of-engineering identity was not a settled or fixed notion. Rather, it highlighted the social negotiation of her
positionality in relation to others within the PLC. Scholars, such as Maulucci (2013) and Mensah (2016), contend that a positional identity framework is particularly useful for capturing the complexities and dynamic nature of authoring identities when involving teachers of color because it calls for unpacking dimensions of power and access within teacher education. Specifically, positional identity foregrounds an intersectional (Collins & Bilge, 2016; Lewis, Mendenhall, Harwood, & Huntt, 2016; Powers & Duffy, 2016) understanding of how teachers' social positionings (Holland & Leander, 2004) such as race, class, gender, and age simultaneously frame their sense of self and positionality within social contexts.

Situating the Construct of Recognition within a Positional Identity Framework

The research presented in this article conceptualized a teacher-of-engineering identity as being recognized by self and/or others for displaying the competencies for the teaching and learning of engineering. This conceptualization highlights the notion of recognition and its potential influence in framing Ms. Scott’s sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC. Situating recognition within this framework contextualized the “sociocultural, socio-historical, and sociopolitical dimensions” (Mensah, 2012, p. 106) of the PLC that Ms. Scott called upon in considering how she might be recognized, or not, as a teacher-of-engineering. This notion of “recognition messages” (Godwin, Potvin, Hazari, & Lock, 2016, p. 316) or the perceptions of how others in a particular context view an individual have been found to be essential elements in the ways that individuals view themselves in context (Carlone, 2012; Carlone & Johnson, 2007; Tonso, 2006). Thus, the construct of recognition emerged as a critical element in exploring Ms. Scott’s sense of self as teacher-of-engineering and positionality within the PLC.

Congruous with Mensah’s (2012) use within science education, we utilized positional identity as an analytic lens for unpacking Ms. Scott’s sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering. Here, positional identity was conceptualized through the intersections of the various social positionings Ms. Scott called upon while formulating her perception of having access to a teacher-of-engineering identity within the PLC. Specifically, positional identity framework was utilized to examine and analyze Ms. Scott’s conversations about her sense of place within the PLC. The research question that guides this research is: in what ways did issues of power and status within the PLC frame Ms. Scott’s perceptions of having access to a teacher-of-engineering identity?

Methods

The case study presented in this article took place within a larger research project that developed and studied effective pedagogical approaches for supporting elementary students’ use of reflective decision-making while engaged in engineering design activities. Reflective decision-making was envisioned as a combination of two disciplinary practices within the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013): (a) designing solutions and (b) engaging in argument from evidence (Wendell, Wright, & Paugh, 2017). The PLC was designed to support teachers’ cultivation of this practice within their respective classrooms.

Context of the Study: The Engineering PLC

Deploying a framework of positional identity necessitates an understanding of the context within which an individual is framing their positionality. Thus, in this section we provide a rich description of the PLC and what it meant to display competencies for the teaching and learning of engineering. The PLC consisted of two Black female teachers at Septima Clark Elementary School, two White female teachers from Dorothy Height STEM Magnet School, and a university engineering education researcher (a Black male professor from the local university). Septima Clark Elementary and Dorothy Height STEM Magnet were two different public schools in the town of Dickerson, a town located in the southeastern region of the United States. Both Septima Clark and Dorothy Height were located on the “eastside” of Dickerson, also recognized as the “Black part of town,” as opposed to the “westside” that contained a larger number of affluent White families and students. Although Dorothy Height Magnet was located on the eastside of Dickerson, there was a perception within the town that the student demographics would be changing due its new reconstitution as a STEM magnet school and the increased resources provided to the school.

Professional learning sessions were held once or twice per month depending on holidays and weather-related school conditions, and the location of the sessions alternated between the two schools. Being a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC meant providing data from teachers' respective classrooms that exemplified students’ participation in engineering design activities and the practice of reflective decision-making. Data primarily included student pre- and post-assessments, classroom video and transcripts of student design teams engaged in design work (see Figure 1), and/or students’ design solutions and/or other artifacts (see Figure 2). In addition, displaying competencies for teaching and learning in engineering also included actively participating in PLC discussions regarding the analysis of students’ engagement in reflective decision-making. This space of sharing and collectively analyzing student work was conceptualized as an essential component in supporting teachers’ competencies for recognizing students’ participation in various discursive practices, thus a space for negotiating a teacher-of-engineering identity.
Individual case studies were developed for each of the four participating teachers; however, Ms. Scott’s case emerged as presenting a unique opportunity for understanding and explicitly considering how social positionings, such as race, class, age, and gender, informed her sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering.

Who Is Ms. Scott?

Ms. Scott was a self-identified Black female elementary school educator who was one of Septima Clark Elementary School’s most tenured teachers, having served the school for approximately 10 years at the time of the study. Septima Clark Elementary was a small, public school located in the predominantly Black community of Sunnyside with approximately 250 students in grades kindergarten through fifth. The school’s student population included 67% Black, 21% White, 6% biracial, and 5% Latinx, and 76% of students received free or reduced lunch. While conversing about teaching at Septima Clark Elementary, Ms. Scott would often reference the historical significance of the school, as well as the Sunnyside community, in providing access to quality education for the town’s Black community. Specifically, Ms. Scott’s stories typically included Septima Clark’s status as a pillar of the community. Despite its historical significance in Dickerson, and particularly the Sunnyside community, Septima Clark Elementary was consistently threatened by the potential dissipation of the school due to low student outcomes on state standardized testing and declining enrollment. Although Ms. Scott was not a Sunnyside resident, she took great pride in being able to contribute to the community’s prosperity through various religious, community, and educational efforts. At the time of the study, Ms. Scott did not have any prior experiences with teaching engineering. In fact, Ms. Scott often communicated as having a history of adverse participation with teaching anything that could be categorized as being “science-related.” Ms. Scott’s inclusion in this research project was through the recommendation of Septima Clark’s newly appointed Black male principal, who Ms. Scott considered as a well-respected professional mentor.

Data Collection

A qualitative case study methodology was used for this study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). This approach called for an in-depth description and analysis of a bounded system (Creswell, 2007), which was conceptualized as Ms. Scott’s perceptions of being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC. A case study approach is described as an “empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context” (Yin, 2003, p. 13). In the current study, we maintained that Ms. Scott’s sense of self and positionality within the “real-life context” of the PLC influenced her negotiation of a teacher-of-engineering identity.

Several data sources were collected and analyzed over a nine-month period in order to present the case of Ms. Scott. We depended on a combination of semi-structured interviews, memos detailing conversations with Ms. Scott, email correspondences, and field notes taken during Ms. Scott’s facilitation of engineering lessons at Septima Clark Elementary and participation in the PLC. Semi-structured interviews were conducted at the beginning, middle, and end of the nine-month period, for a total of three interviews. Interviews were designed to provide Ms. Scott with opportunities to discuss her views on her preparation for and facilitation of engineering design lessons at Septima Clark Elementary, discuss future implementations of engineering design activities, and reflect on her positionality within the PLC. Additional data were collected through field notes detailing observations made during Ms. Scott’s facilitation of engineering design lessons at Septima Clark Elementary and participation in the PLC. Field notes generally focused on Ms. Scott’s interactions with her students and/or teacher peers, and specific communications within these settings.
Data derived from field notes were subsequently utilized to inform the research team’s interactions and inquiries of Ms. Scott during conversations and email correspondences. These data allowed us to gain insights into how Ms. Scott viewed herself within the PLC and how she experienced others’ perceptions of her as a teacher-of-engineering.

Data Analysis

Interviews, as well as written data (e.g., memos, email correspondences, and field notes), were transcribed and coded using methods of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006). Coding originated with an attentive reading of data in order to develop a general understanding of the data. Sticking closely to the data, an initial analysis allowed for the emergence of preliminary codes that detailed the social positionings that Ms. Scott called upon while discussing her thoughts on becoming a teacher-of-engineering (see Table 1). This analysis was essential in preparing for a process of focused coding, where codes were identified within conversations where Ms. Scott specifically discussed being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC. This process allowed for the identification of social positionings that Ms. Scott associated with being recognized, or not. To further validate the analysis of Ms. Scott’s perceptions, the research team utilized the technique of member checking (Creswell & Miller, 2000), which involved getting Ms. Scott’s sentiments on the interpretation of her experiences within the PLC. This process generated additional insights into Ms. Scott’s sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC and fostered further refinement of the emergent themes.

Findings

An analysis of conversations (i.e., interviews, email correspondences) with Ms. Scott revealed how her perceptions of her social positionings within the PLC influenced her sense of self as a teacher-of-engineering. Specifically, three social positionings emerged to influence Ms. Scott’s perception of being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering and included: (a) the perceived lack of STEM experiences when compared with her peers within the PLC, (b) being a teacher of a predominantly Black student population at Septima Clark Elementary, and (c) being a Black, female teacher within Dickerson, a town in the Deep South region of the United States. The following sections detail each of these themes and explore how each contributed to Ms. Scott’s framing of having limited access to a teacher-of-engineering identity within the PLC.

Ms. Scott’s Perception of Lacking Previous STEM Experiences

When discussing her reluctance for offering pedagogical suggestions for supporting students’ engagement in reflective decision-making within the PLC, Ms. Scott stressed her lack of experience with teaching engineering as presenting a potential barrier for being recognized as a legitimate teacher-of-engineering. Specifically, Ms. Scott juxtaposed her lack of experiences with teaching STEM with her perceptions that teachers from Dorothy Height STEM Magnet were more experienced and qualified to provide suggestions. For instance, during an interview approximately two months into the project, Ms. Scott noted:

My perception is that most schools are named for what they do best. Since Dorothy Height is a STEM school, the thought is that they are already proficient in this [teaching engineering] than we [teachers from Septima Clark Elementary] are. Septima Clark is not a magnet anything; it is merely a school in a historic part of town.

Analysis of Ms. Scott’s response called attention to how her social positioning within the PLC was informed by commonly held assumptions regarding STEM schools,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social positioning</th>
<th>Description of the positioning</th>
<th>Example excerpt from the data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class references</td>
<td>References made about the class status of Ms. Scott, teacher peers, and/or engineers, in general</td>
<td>“In my mind, engineers were White men with money, Period.” “In my mind, I am too old to learn anything new, and this engineering stuff is new to me.” “I have never seen a Black engineer, or a female for that matter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences of teaching engineering</td>
<td>References to teaching experience with teaching engineering for Ms. Scott or teacher peers</td>
<td>“In my mind, engineers were White men with money.” “In my mind, I am too old to learn anything new, and this engineering stuff is new to me.” “I have never seen a Black engineer, or a female for that matter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender references</td>
<td>Reference to gender identification for Ms. Scott, teacher peers, and/or engineers</td>
<td>“In my mind, engineers were White men with money.” “In my mind, I am too old to learn anything new, and this engineering stuff is new to me.” “I have never seen a Black engineer, or a female for that matter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal histories with science</td>
<td>References to prior histories and/or experiences with engineering and/or science</td>
<td>“In my mind, engineers were White men with money.” “In my mind, I am too old to learn anything new, and this engineering stuff is new to me.” “I have never seen a Black engineer, or a female for that matter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and/or engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racialized references</td>
<td>References to racial identification of Ms. Scott, teacher peers, and/or engineers</td>
<td>“In my mind, engineers were White men with money.” “In my mind, I am too old to learn anything new, and this engineering stuff is new to me.” “I have never seen a Black engineer, or a female for that matter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher of Black students</td>
<td>References to being a teacher at Septima Clark Elementary, Ms. Scott’s role as a Septima Clark teacher, and/or general perceptions of Septima Clark and students</td>
<td>“Septima Clark is an inner-city school with majority Black students...The reputation of Septima Clark is that it is a school for students who don’t want to learn anyway.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Social positioning codes emerging from analysis of Ms. Scott’s interviews and conversations.
where “STEM labels” extend privileges to specific schools, teachers, and students. Subotnik, Tai, Rickoff and Almarode (2009) suggested that STEM schools are commonly viewed as the “crown jewels” (p. 7) of their respective school districts and assumed to attract the most talented teachers and students. The increase of resources (e.g., STEM curricula, professional development, technology) provided to Dorothy Height was a well-known fact throughout the town of Dickerson. Thus, Ms. Scott viewed her lack of experience with teaching engineering as an impediment for being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC, where “teachers who were more proficient” at teaching engineering would not acknowledge her as a legitimate teacher-of-engineering. The irony in Ms. Scott’s perceptions was that Dorothy Height STEM Magnet was a newly constituted STEM school and the teachers’ experiences with teaching engineering were similar to those of Ms. Scott. However, in this particular context, the social status typically afforded to schools designated as STEM schools, such as Dorothy Height, served as a social positioning that magnified Ms. Scott’s lack of experience within the PLC. Thus, Ms. Scott’s perceived lack of experience with teaching engineering, in relation to the teachers from Dorothy Height, contributed to her framing of having limited access to a teacher-of-engineering identity.

**Being a Teacher of a Predominantly Black Student Population at Septima Clark Elementary**

In addition to her limited experiences with teaching engineering, Ms. Scott also acknowledged how the intersection of racialized and classed stereotypes associated with Septima Clark limited her access to being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC. Specifically, during a conversation following one of the professional learning sessions, Ms. Scott articulated her perceptions of how Septima Clark was positioned within the Dickerson School District as she stated:

*Septima Clark is an inner-city school with majority Black students. It does not have the luxuries of other schools, including hot water, access to technology (i.e., iPads 3D printers), and dependable heat that works. The reputation of Septima Clark is that it is a school for students who don’t want to learn anyway.*

Here, Ms. Scott provided a foundational understanding of the ways in which Septima Clark Elementary was perceived throughout Dickerson, and the likelihood for other teachers within the PLC to hold these assumptions. Ms. Scott’s perceptions of Septima Clark’s racialized (i.e., majority Black students) and classed (i.e., inner-city school) positioning within Dickerson were informed by her socio-historical understanding of the lack of care, attention, and funding typically denied to schools with these student demographics (Pinkney, 2016; Vaught, 2009). This response provided a foundation for Ms. Scott’s understanding of how being a teacher at Septima Clark, a school with a predominantly inner-city Black student population, could potentially limit her access for being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC. Speaking of how her understanding of Septima Clark’s positioning within Dickerson informed her positionalinity within the PLC, Ms. Scott stated:

*No one [in the Dickerson School District] cares about Septima Clark because of its demographics and location [Sunnyside community]. Those [teachers from Septima Clark] who have tried to go elsewhere had a hard time because they [teachers from Septima Clark] taught here and know nothing. So, the thought of a teacher from that school [emphasis added] doing something that requires critical thinking and intelligence is unheard of.*

In this response, Ms. Scott acknowledged how being a teacher at Septima Clark could restrict her access to being recognized as a good teacher, let alone being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering. Specifically, Ms. Scott maintained a view of teaching and learning in engineering that requires a specific level of critical thinking and intelligence, two qualities typically not afforded to Septima Clark teachers and students. Consequently, Ms. Scott’s awareness of Septima Clark’s reputation within the Dickerson School District contributed to her sense of self as having limited access to being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering.

**Being a Black Female Educator Within Dickerson**

The lack of accessibility that Ms. Scott associated with being recognized as a teacher-of-engineering within the PLC was also informed by her previous experiences with and understanding of gendered racism, forms of discrimination due to the intersection of race and gender (Szymanski & Lewis, 2016; Thomas, Witherspoon, & Speight, 2008), within the Dickerson School District. Following a professional learning session, Ms. Scott was asked about an observation of her “quietness” during the analysis of video data where participating teachers were collectively identifying moments in which students from Dorothy Height were engaging in design activities. Ms. Scott responded:

*“You do realize that we’re in the Deep South, right? You do realize that in typical professional development settings that the opinion of a Black woman doesn’t carry as much weight as those from a White teacher? Yes, even adults have rejection problems, also, and I felt that you [the university researcher] just had pity for us and trying to help us along.*

Ms. Scott’s initial questioning of the university researcher (e.g., you do realize that we’re in the Deep South, right) and
the subsequent follow-up emphasized her expectation of being denied access to a teacher-of-engineering identity within the professional learning setting due to the intersection of being a Black female educator in this context. Specifically, Ms. Scott demonstrated a sociohistorical awareness of the experiences of Black educators within the “Deep South” (Fairclough, 2009) and a sociocultural understanding of how being a Black female teacher in Dickerson aligned with previous findings where Black female teachers have been historically silenced and marginalized in educational settings (hooks, 1994). Ms. Scott’s response also forced the Black male university researcher to examine his positionality within the PLC (Milner, 2007). Despite sharing a racialized identity with the university researcher, Ms. Scott acknowledged that she initially viewed him as a representative of the local university, which had a reputation for not collaborating with schools, students, and teachers in Sunnyside due to the racialized and classed stereotypes of the community. Thus, Ms. Scott’s perception of potentially being denied recognition as a teacher-of-engineering extended to the university researcher, as exemplified in her statement, “I felt that you just had pity for us [Septima Clark teachers].”

Discussion

The case study presented in this article looked to call attention to the importance of attending to teachers’ negotiation of professional identities within professional learning settings in engineering education. While supporting teachers’ professional identities was not the original intent of the professional learning community, Ms. Scott’s sharing of her experiences required a more intentional understanding of the role of identity within this setting. Specifically, we called upon a positional identity framework to address the question of how hidden issues of power and status within a PLC informed a Black female teacher’s negotiation of a teacher-of-engineering identity. Incorporating this lens afforded opportunities for understanding the “sociocultural, sociohistorical, and sociopolitical dimensions” (Mensah, 2012, p. 106) of Ms. Scott’s perceptions of having “lesser access to spaces, activities, genres” (Holland et al., 1998, pp. 127–128) and teacher-of-engineering identity within the PLC.

Utilizing a positional identity framework also highlighted how this context, and specific comparisons to the teachers and students represented in this space, informed Ms. Scott’s positionality. For instance, although Black students from “inner-city” communities have historically been situated within deficit learning theories (Bang, Warren, Rosebery, & Medin, 2013; Brown, 2011; Howard, 2013), Ms. Scott recognized that her students were often similarly positioned within the town of Dickerson. Here, the possibility of her students being recognized as doers of engineering, and thus her as a teacher-of-engineering, was reduced when compared against students attending a “STEM magnet school.” Due to variation in status afforded teachers and students from the two participating schools, the research team wondered if Ms. Scott would have conveyed similar sentiments of self if she engaged teachers from a school with a similar status within Dickerson.

An additional contextual component of Ms. Scott’s perception of having limited access to a teacher-of-engineering identity was her positionality as a Black female in a town within the Deep South. Again, although this revelation was reminiscent of hooks’ (1994) discussion of how female teachers of color were often marginalized from educational discussions, even when race and equity were the primary topics, Ms. Scott’s discussions were very much in response to her experiences within Dickerson. Within the context of the PLC and interacting with White female teachers, Ms. Scott acknowledged how being a Black female teacher in the Deep South and its racialized and gendered history would frame how she would be recognized, or not, as a teacher-of-engineering. Again, understanding this sentiment, the research team again considered how Ms. Scott might have negotiated a similar space that consisted of a larger percentage of teachers of color. Hence, the focus on teachers’ positionality afforded the research team opportunities to highlight the importance of the role that context plays in teacher education.

Implications

We return to Lottero-Perdue’s (2013) assertion that the engineering education community should explore ways of “providing teachers with opportunities to discuss the ways in which they do or do not see themselves—or suspect that others see them—as teachers of engineering” (p. 27). Designers of K-12 teacher learning opportunities in engineering education have been successful at designing innovative experiences that support deeper levels of understanding what engineering is; however, we argue that including additional supports for developing teacher-of-engineering identities is just as essential. Luehmann (2007) contends that spaces for teacher professional development “not only requires opportunities to participate in relevant experiences and the discourse, but [should also] have one’s participation interpreted and recognized, as well as valued and accepted, by self and others” (p. 833). Thus, as the engineering education community grapples with “supporting the representation of minority teachers with interests in engineering” (Diaz et al., 2013), future professional development opportunities could benefit from including what Gee (2005) referred to as “recognition work.” This work would include explicit conversations between teachers and teacher educators regarding the ways in which teacher practices are interpreted, valued, accepted, and recognized as engineering teaching and learning.

The inclusion of recognition work alongside innovative teaching and learning experiences for facilitating
engineering activities have important implications for teachers and/or students from historically marginalized communities. During conversations with Ms. Scott, she identified concerns as to whether her Black students would be interpreted and accepted as doers of engineering, thus potentially impacting how peers perceived her as a teacher-of-engineering. This finding highlights the understanding that not all ways of knowing, talking, interacting, and viewing the world are always valued and read equally by schools and society, and, in this case, the discipline of engineering (Douglas, 2015; Slaton, 2010). Ms. Scott’s experiences and perceptions call attention to the idea that the recognition work of interpreting and recognizing participation in the teaching and learning of engineering could be steeped in historic deficit conceptions of race, class, culture, gender, and language (Wright, Wendell, & Paugh, 2018). Acknowledging this potential, we insist that professional development opportunities in engineering education not only include recognition work, but include this work through a lens of interculturality (Warren & Paugh, 2018). Engaging in recognition work through a lens of interculturality would invite insights from teachers such as Ms. Scott and how their positionality informs their sense of self within the engineering education teaching community. As we make this call for increased recognition work, we also acknowledge that exploring notions of recognition and interpretation through an intercultural lens would not be easy work. Such a venture would challenge teachers and teacher educators to unpack the ways in which interpretation and recognition are powered constructs due to settled expectations (Bang et al., 2012) of participation in both school and the discipline of engineering. Despite these complexities, we argue that providing opportunities for these deep discussions could contribute to disrupting how teachers from historically marginalized communities, like Ms. Scott, are potentially recognized by self and others as teachers-of-engineering.
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